The coexistence of magnetic and non-magnetic phases in the superconducting potassium iron selenide, KxFe2−ySe2, has been intensely debated. With superconductivity proposed to appear in a stoichiometric, non-magnetic phase with the I4/mmm crystal symmetry, the proposed nonsuperconducting phase is magnetic and with a lower symmetry, I4/m. The latter consists of Fe vacancies that go through a disordered to an ordered transition in which the partially filled Fe sites create a supercell upon ordering. We show using neutron scattering on the optimally doped composition, K0.8Fe2−ySe2, that the absence of magnetism does not signal the presence of superconductivity. Moreover, the degree of vacancy order is coupled to the strength of the magnetic order. Superconductivity coincides with the presence of the magnetic order parameter, albeit the latter significantly weaker than previously reported, contradicting the current understanding of this ∼30 K superconductor.
INTRODUCTION
When potassium, K, is intercalated between the tetrahedral layers of the binary chalcogenide superconductor, Fe 1−y Se (T C ∼ 8 K), the superconducting transition temperature, T C , shows a fourfold increase [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The K x Fe 2−y Se 2 phase diagram is quite complex. Vacancies are present at the K and Fe sites, while the latter undergoes a disorder to an order transition at T S ∼580 K [2] upon cooling. Above this temperature, the symmetry is I4/mmm in which only one Fe site is present and the Fe vacancies are randomly distributed in the lattice. What happens to the lattice below T S has been quite controversial with several scenarios proposed. It has been suggested that a stoichiometric phase with the I4/mmm high temperature symmetry persists below T S concomitantly with the emergence of a non-stoichiometric phase with a lower symmetry, I4/m, in which the Fe vacancies undergo long-range order. The latter crystal structure is shown in Fig. 1(a) while the I4/mmm symmetry is the same as the one found in the BaFe 2 As 2 Fe-based superconductor. Also reported is the possibility of a structural transition to the new vacancy ordered state, without the presence of the I4/mmm high temperature phase [3, [8] [9] [10] [11] . Moreover, an antiferromagnetic transition occurs following the structural one at T N ∼560 K [7] . Superconductivity appears in a narrow range of K intercalation, in a phase that was previously proposed to exhibit a large magnetic moment, over 3µ B /Fe atom, a non-trivial quantity, and much larger than what is found in other Fe-based compounds [3] . A long standing issue in this system has been whether or not such strong magnetic coupling is viable in the superconducting state, and whether competing interactions lead to phase separation of the superconducting non-magnetic from the non-superconducting magnetic domains [4, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
At the center of the problem is the distribution of Fe vacancies and magnetic moments because of their possible role in the superconducting mechanism [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Several superlattice structures have been proposed for the long-range order of the Fe vacancies, including the √ 5x √ 5x1 [2, 3, 8, 29] (referred to as the "245" structure), [2, 7, 30] and √ 8x √ 10x1 [4] types. Does the superconducting state appear in a minority phase devoid of a superlattice structure, as suggested from scanning tunneling [21] , nuclear magnetic resonance [31] and transmission electron microscopy measurements [7] ? If a stoichiometric KFe 2 Se 2 (122 composition) is phase separated from the vacancy ordered matrix however, it implies a superconductive phase that is heavily electron doped [4, 21, 32, 33] . Theoretical calculations have shown that in the "245" K x Fe 2−y Se 2 structure, disorder can suppress the band structure reconstruction without destroying the Fermi surface, while it raises the chemical potential eliminating the hole pockets, in agreement with ARPES results [33, 34] . Thus it is hypothesized that the degree of vacancy order is strongly coupled to Cooper pair formation and scattering. To this end, the crystal structure is revisited to investigate the structure-property relationship in this Fe-based superconductor.
Via the systematic growth of single crystals of K 0.8 Fe 2−y Se 2 , we find that the distribution of Fe vacancies, the crystal structure and its magnetism are strongly interrelated with the superconducting volume fraction. Here, four growth conditions are compared: one in which crystals are grown in sealed quartz tubes filled with Ar and slow cooled to room temperature; another in which crystals are grown in vacuum sealed quartz tubes and slow cooled to room temperature; a third in which the Ar grown crystals undergo further annealing in Ar gas at 350 o C and then quenched; and a fourth in which the vacuum grown crystals are further annealed in vacuum also at 350 o C and quenched to room temperature. Similar growth conditions have been reported in Refs. [4, 13, [35] [36] [37] .
SAMPLE PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
The single crystalline of K x Fe 2−y Se 2 were grown by self-flux method. First, high-purity tetragonal FeSe powders were synthesized using solid-state reaction method. Stoichiometric quantities of iron pieces (Alfa Aesar, 99.99%) and selenium powder (Alfa Aesar, 99.999%) were weighted and sealed in vacuum quartz tubes. The samples were heated to 1075
• C for 30 h, then annealed at 400 • C for 50 h, and finally quenched to liquid nitrogen. The K grain and FeSe powders with a nominal composition of K: FeSe = 0.8: 2 were placed in an alumina crucible and double sealed into quartz tubes partially backfilled with ultrahigh-purity argon. All the weighing, mixing, grinding and pressing procedures were performed in a glove box under argon atmosphere with the oxygen and moisture below 1 p.p.m. The samples grown in vacuum were double sealed into high vacuum quartz tubes evacuated by a molecular pump. All samples were heated at 1030 • C for 2 h and cooled down to 750
• C with a rate of 6 o C/h, and then they were cooled to room temperature by switching off the power of the furnace. High quality single crystals were mechanically cleaved from the solid chunks in the glove box. Finally, the as grown single crystals were thermally treated for 2 hours at 350
• C and followed by quenching in liquid nitrogen. The single crystals grown in partially backfilled argon were thermally treated in partially backfilled argon, and the single crystals grown in vacuum were thermally treated in vacuum. The actual compositions are K 0.74(8) Fe 1.70(8) Se 2 for the vacuum as grown sample, K 0.78(4) Fe 1.74(5) Se 2 for the vacuum annealed sample and K 0.75(6) Fe 1.69(6) Se 2 for the argon annealed sample respectively, which were determined by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES). The DC magnetic susceptibilities were measured using the Quantum design PPMS in the temperature range from 2 to 300 K. Neutron powder diffraction measurements were performed using the BT1 diffractometer at the NIST Center for Neutron Research (NCNR) in Gaithersburg, Maryland, with the neutron wavelength of λ = 2.078Å at 10 K. The pair density function (PDF) was determined from the neutron data collected at the NOMAD diffractometer at the Spallation Neutron Source of Oak Ridge National Laboratory as a function of temperature, from 2 to 300 K. The single crystals were ground into powder inside a helium-filled glove box prior to the experiment.
First we describe the bulk transport and magnetization measurements. Fig. 1(b) is a plot of the bulk magnetization, 4πχ, for zero-field cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) measurements for the crystals grown in Ar gas. The red squares correspond to the quenched as grown crystals (AG-Ar) while the blue dots correspond to the crystals that were subsequently annealed in Ar (Ar-anneal). Fig.  1 (c) is a similar plot that compares the temperature dependence of 4πχ of the as-grown crystal grown in vacuum (AG-Va -red squares) to a crystal from the same batch but with subsequent annealing in vacuum (Va-annealblue dots). It can readily be seen that the as-grown crystals are either marginally or not at all superconducting and show a bad connectivity of the superconducting grains. On the other hand, the annealed crystals in vacuum or Ar gas show significant enhancement of the percent diamagnetic signal. In the case for the Ar-anneal crystals, it reaches close to 75 % of full diamagnetism while the Va-anneal crystals reach about 50 %. A heat capacity measurement as as-grown samples reported in Ref. [36] shows a discontinuity at T C , indicating that the superconductivity is bulk. Chemical analysis yielded a very similar chemical composition for the two highest shielding fraction crystals: a composition of K 0.76 Fe 1.70 Se 2 for the Ar-anneal and K 0.78 Fe 1.74 Se 2 for the Va-anneal. For comparison, in the AG-Va crystal which exhibits a small negative 4πχ value at the lowest temperature, the chemical composition is K 0.74(8) Fe 1.70(8) Se 2 . Shown in Fig.  1(d) is the resistivity, ρ (T ), in units of Ω.cm. A broad hump indicating a semiconducting to metal cross-over is observed around 200 K, followed by the superconducting transition at ∼31 K [1, 4] . The back-scattered electron images of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were measured on cleaved surfaces of Ar-as-grown (AG-Ar) and Ar-annealed (Ar-anneal) samples and are shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2(a) and (b) exhibit the results of the AGAr sample. Clearly the surface separates into two kinds of regions: domains with brighter color and rectangular shape, buried in the background of darker regions. However, as shown in Figs. 2(c) and (d), the brighter rectangular domains were not observed in the Ar-anneal sample. Instead, very tiny bright dots were observed in the Ar-anneal sample. Furthermore, different from previous reports that the brighter domains were changed to smaller but connecting chains in the annealed sample, we do not see obvious connecting chains on our Ar-anneal sample, even at the highest resolution as shown in Fig.  2(d) . In this case, the enhancement of the superconducting shielding fraction of Ar-anneal sample is not due to the connectivity of the minority phase. The results on the annealed crystal are somewhat different from those reported in Ref. [4] .
The neutron diffraction data collected using the BT1 diffractometer at the NIST Center for Neutron Research suggest that all crystals have some magnetic component i.e. magnetic peaks are present in all as seen in the three panels of Fig. 3 , albeit with varying intensity and much smaller than previously reported [2, 3] . The magnetic peaks can only be indexed in the I4/m symmetry. Moreover, the refined moments are nowhere near as large as previous reports stated [2, 3] . The results from the refiment are summarized in Table I . From the data refinement, it is deduced that in the marginal superconductors, very weak magnetism is present, if any. Thus the absence of magnetism is not indicative of a superconducting state. In the plot of Fig. 2(a) , the neutron diffraction pattern collected at 2 K for the AG-Ar crystal is fit using the I4/m symmetry. The magnetic peak is barely discernible as indicated, and the magnetic moment is refined to be about 0.5±0.3 µ B . The same is true for the (110) Bragg peak which is from the I4/m vacancy ordered structure of the √ 5x √ 5x1 type. Most important is the fact that the Fe1 and Fe2 sites are almost equally occupied as seen in the tables provided in the supplement, with vacancies at both sites, although more at the Fe1 than at the Fe2 site. Therefore in the absence of a strong magnetic moment, both sites carry vacancies while the very weak (110) peak signifies poor vacancy ordering because the occupancy of the Fe1 and Fe2 sites is comparable. Moreover, when the Fe2 site is only partially full, superconductivity is suppressed.
With annealing, the Fe2 site occupancy reaches unity while the Fe1 site remains partially empty. Further, with the increase of the occupancy at the Fe2 site, the magnetic moment increases as well. This is because the magnetism is associated with the Fe2 site and not with the Fe1 [3, 39, 40] . The neutron data from the Ar-anneal crystal in Fig. 3(b) clearly show a more intense (101) M and (110) I4/m peaks than in the AG-Ar. In this case, the magnetic moment is refined to be ∼1.36±0.07 µ B . Similarly, in the Va-anneal crystal, the magnetic moment is comparable, at ∼1.65±0.16 µ B . However, the fraction of Fe1 site occupancy is higher in the latter compound than in the Ar anneal crystal that explains the reduction of its (110) I4/m superlattice peak due to fewer vacancies (Fig 3(c) ). In comparison to earlier neutron measurements [3] , the magnetic moment is significantly smaller and so is the superlattice peak of (110) I4/m from the vacancy ordering. This is because the Fe1 site is not as sparsely populated as in Ref. [3] , hence there is a lower degree of vacancy ordering overall in our crystals that most likely reduces scattering and promotes superconductivity. Thus, enhancement of the superconducting connectivity is related to the higher occupancy of the Fe2 site, reduction of the degree of vacancy ordering and suppression of the magnetic moment.
The subtleties of the Fe distribution between the two sites can also be seen in the local structure as well, obtained by Fourier transforming the diffraction data collected using the high intensity powder diffractometer, NOMAD, at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Represented by the pair density function (PDF), ρ (r), the local atomic structure is a superposition of the atomic correlations regardless of symmetry or periodicity [41] . The PDF's shown in Fig. 4(a) are from data collected on the same crystals. The first peak corresponds to Fe-Se correlations within the tetrahedron, which is the shortest bond in the unit cell, while the second corresponds to Fe-Fe correlations as reported elsewhere [39, 42] . The fluctuations of the ρ (r) correspond to local atomic variations present in the different crystals, with clear differences observed between the samples prepared in vacuum (left panel) and the ones prepared in Ar gas (right panel). The Fe-Fe double peak feature present in all compounds cannot be reproduced by a model PDF calculated based on the I4/mmm symmetry [39] and shown as the dashed line in Fig. 4(b) .
The best fit to the local environment is obtained when the I4/m symmetry is assumed. Given that within the I4/m there are two Fe sites, there are three kinds of bond pairs contributing to the Fe correlation peak, from Fe1-Fe1, Fe1-Fe2, and Fe2-Fe2. The presence of short and long Fe-Fe bonds in the region from 2.6 to 3.0Å is from the superposition of the three pairs. The multiplicity at the Fe2 site is 16 while at the Fe1 site it is 4, thus the area under the two peaks is scaled proportionately. To contrast with the I4/mmm symmetry in which only one Fe site is present, with an Fe-Fe bond length at ∼2.8Å as shown in Fig. 4(b) , the double-peak feature observed in the data of all samples is a signature of the I4/m. This analysis cannot exclude the possibility of the presence of small quantities (less than 5 %) of the I4/mmm structure. Note that the weight distribution between the double peak feature is different from crystal to crystal, which is a reflection of the different Fe and K distributions, and the Fe vacancies, as discussed above. At the same time, the susceptibility data of Fig. 1 show clear differences between samples that have been annealed or not. Thus one would expect that if a stoichiometric I4/mmm associated with superconductivity phase separates, it would become more prominent in the annealed samples. Instead, what is observed is a redistribution of the Fe bonds within the same symmetry. This is discussed next.
The local geometry is governed by the K2, Fe2 and Se1/2 coordinates while the Fe1 and K1 coordinates are fixed by the I4/m symmetry. The initial atom parameters used to calculate a local model are obtained from the crystal refinement. These values are subsequently modified to best fit the ρ (r). The parameters are listed in Table II . The results from the fitting are shown in Fig. 4(b) where the data (black symbols) for the Aranneal sample is compared to a local model (solid red line). In this model, a double unit cell is assumed with two local Fe2 environments. The two environments are shown in Fig. 4(c) which are plots of the FeSe sub-lattice projected on the ab-plane. The square plaquette at the center of each unit is contracted in the local environment (LE) LE-I and expanded in LE-II, resulting in two unique environments as shown in the figure. The superposition of the two unit cells results in an overall fitting that is the red solid line of Fig. 4(b) . The model, which also includes 5 % excess Fe, can fit the data well especially in the region of the Fe correlations. Similar models have been obtained for the other samples as well. Also shown in this figure are the partial functions calculated from this model for the Fe2-Fe2 and Fe2-Fe1 correlations that show the distribution of the bonds. Note that the bonds between Fe1-Fe1 atoms do not contribute in this region at all. The presence of the two local environments around Fe may be related to the amount of of Fe1 vacancies in the immediate vicinity. As the ratio of LE-I to LE-II changes from sample to sample so does the distribution of vacancies that in turn affects connectivity between the superconducting regions.
In summary, the complex lattice landscape resulting from competing magnetic and superconducting phases, is a phenomenon commonly observed in complex superconducting systems such as in cuprates, bismuth perovskites, cobaltates and more recently in H 2 S. The complex local structure of K In (a) through (c) , the neutron diffraction data collected at BT-1 of the (002) peak at 2 K for as grown in Ar gas (a), annealed in Ar gas (b) and annealed in vacuum (c) are shown. They are fit with the I4/m symmetry. Indicated in the three panels are the magnetic (101) and the superlattice (110) peak that arise from the I4/m symmetry. The magnetic moments are significantly reduced similarly to the superlattice peak, which suggests that vacancy ordering is quite poor. Fig. 4 : In (a), the data PDF's corresponding to the local atomic structure for the four crystals are shown. In (b), the data for the Ar-anneal crystal is fit to a local model assuming the I4/m symmetry. The parameters for this model are provided in Table S4 . Also included in the model is an excess of about 5 % of pure Fe metal, a residual from the synthesis. The fitting between the experimental data and the model is quite good, especially in the region involving the Fe correlations between 2.5 and 3.0Å. Also shown in this figure are the partial functions calculated from the model for the two most significant correlations of Fe, Fe2-Fe2 and Fe2-Fe1. Also shown in dashed line is a model assuming a local structure based on the I4/mmm symmetry. The single Fe-Fe correlation is present in this symmetry that resides in between the Fe correlations observed in the experimental data. In (c), a real-space image of the Fe sublattice is shown, projected on the ab-plane that corresponds to the PDF shown in (b). 
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